
through the fan should be smelled for odors and the How to sample
temperature coming out of the fan should be mea-
sured and recorded. A musty, foul or odd odor aris- Collecting representative grain samples is essen-

ing from the fan area or other parts of the bin is tial to obtain useful data. Consequently, specific

evidence of grain deterioration. Grain bins with sampling equipment is recommended and certain

moisture leaks or no frost formation on the bin uniform sampling methods must be followed

roofs during freezing weather conditions are fur- closely. The sampling methods selected are practi-

ther signs that the grain may be deteriorating. cal in both time required and equipment needed.
However, the sampling procedure does not replace
the need for careful observation or judgment deci-

Inside the bin sion, since storage conditions and structures are
widely diverse.

Upon entering the bin, the inspector should widely diverse.

check for such things as crusting of the upper layer
of grain, an accumulation of foreign matter, bin Equipment
leaks, evidence of cracked kernels and fines, or
other possible problem areas. Grain directly below The standard piece of grain sampling equipment
the discharge spout will usually contain the most most widely used is the partitioned grain trier (Fig-
cracked kernels or foreign material and should be ure 2). This trier is used to obtain samples to de-

sampled because these areas are likely candidates termine both insect infestation and grain damage
for insect damage or mold. Again, notice should be and moisture. It consists of a long (about five feet)

made of any foreign odors. If musty or sour odors double brass tube divided into compartments for

occur, these areas should be sampled and noted on sampling at specific depths. The trier is filled by

the recording form. Grain in this condition may be inserting it full-length into the grain at a 10" angle

at a critical stage where a day or two delay in from vertical with the compartments closed and

implementing an appropriate control procedure facing up. The handle is then twisted to open the

may cause major grain loss. compartment doors. The trier fills quickly by giv-
ing it three quick, short, up and down strokes in

If problem areas are noted, a form, such as the the grain mass. It can then be removed after the

one shown in Figure 1, should be used to record ob- doors are closed. After a sample is taken, the trier

servations. In the absence of any apparent grain should be placed across a sample cloth or metal

storage problems, the following sampling proce- trough to catch the grain as the compartment doors

dures should be used. are opened. The trier will be used to obtain a sur-
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Figure 1. Grain bin observation recording form.
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